E46 intake manifold diagram

In which I solve the case of the missing engine oil, and dig deeper into the belly of the beast
than ever before. The following error codes were all encountered prior to resolving the issues
detailed within. These engines, I reasoned, were bulletproof. Meanwhile, the check engine light
had become a constant in my life. I recall that the check engine light had been intermittent back
then, and it held off just long enough for me to pass inspection. I did this while waiting to have
my vehicle inspected. I drove the car following the inspection, only to find myself faced with the
check engine light once again. It was time to get my hands dirty once moreâ€¦. I pulled the spark
plugs, starting from the front of the car. Observed that the top, where coil sits, was covered in
fine carbon buildup, kind of like soot. Exhibited corona wear. Threads were fouled up as well.
Pulled the DISA valve and found the flap loose. Fortunately, the vacuum pot was still
functioning. On this inspection, I observed that the end of the rod had shorn off, leaving the flap
inoperable. In line with what others have observed, it appears to have been worn through by
continued abrasion against the positive cable connecting to the back of the alternator. I also
saw a pretty cool project that involved replacing the M54 valve cover with an M56 valve cover.
My original plan was to pull the old CCV and replace it along with the various hoses. I ultimately
pulled the intake manifold. For reference, the measurements above indicate the inner diameter
of the hose, followed by the wall thickness in millimeters. ID x t wall. I decided to redo the
vacuum hoses with silicone. While searching, I turned up a Contitech part that fit the bill
perfectly. The 7mm vacuum cap on my intake manifold was also in need of replacement. The
original piece had a break near the lip, and two hairline cracks running partway down the length
of the cap. Someone had suggested that using a zip tie on a failed vacuum cap around its base
would help, so I installed the new vacuum cap with a zip tie for reinforcement. I should have
checked this before placing the order. Prior to removing the intake manifold, I trashed the
insulation Armaflex? I ultimately stripped the cold climate CCV of its insulation entirely. It
probably works out okay, given the low cost of the cold climate version kit when compared to
buying individual parts, but the whole mess could have been avoided with more care. My
magnetic pickup tool came in handy on more than one occasion. Observed significant gunk
inside of the fuel injector ports is this the right word? Also buildup of gunk on the fuel injector
bodies. Fuel injectors original to the car were Siemens Siemens Part The engine wiring harness
had been falling apart for some time. I looked around to see how other people had been
handling deteriorating engine harness wire looms. Progress was halted a couple of times
because of dropped fasteners. Nearing completion, I observed that the intake boot that
connects to the throttle body had cracks along the accordion section connecting to the idle
control valve. I felt myself tilting after a few hours in the garage. The job is made difficult
enough by the lack of working room â€” protect your back! Additionally, fooling around with
anything near the firewall is a dozen times easier after the firewall is removed. Removing the
firewall is trivial once the cabin air filter tray is out of the way. So long as everything is put back
in its place, the car should start up again. In my case, I made a small mistake, the discovery and
resolution of which will be detailed shortly. It was time to get my hands dirty once moreâ€¦ I
pulled the spark plugs, starting from the front of the car. Inspected the inside of CCV tube
leading to valve cover and found brown, cakey looking deposits. ID x t wall I decided to redo the
vacuum hoses with silicone. Carb cleaner may be helpful in cleaning up. Fastening torque on
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